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Advertising is a fast growing industry in modern societies. Multinational 
companies promote their products to various countries by means of glamorous 
advertisements in different languages. When a product is marketed to another country, 
usually the original advertisement is translated with appropriate adaptation to cater to 
the needs of the new market. Intertextuality is an important characteristic of language 
use in communities. It is a concept firstly used by Julia Kristeva, and an increasing 
number of scholars have seized upon it to propagate a new ideal of literature and 
literary criticism. In addition, it has also aroused the interest of other scholars who are 
neither linguists nor semioticians in asking themselves whether the insights of 
intertextuality debate could be applied profitably to their own concerns. Translation 
theorists are among them. In this thesis, we intend to analyze the relation between 
intertextuality theory and advertising translation, so as to propose some approaches to 
the translation of advertisements from the intertextual perspective.  
This thesis consists of four chapters plus an “Introduction” and a “Conclusion”. 
In the “Introduction”, an overview is given to the major concerns of this thesis, 
i.e. intertextuality in general, advertising, advertising translation and intertextuality in 
advertising translation as well. 
Chapter One, “An Overview on Intertextuality”, aims to explain what 
intertextuality is. This chapter is crucial to the understanding of the relationship 
between intertextuality and advertising translation. It is divided into six parts as 
follows: 
1. An introduction to intertextuality; 
2. A review examining the formulation and development of intertextuality; 
3. Four types of dichotomizing intertextuality; 
4. A framework for analyzing intertextuality; 
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Chapter Two, “Characteristics of Advertising Language and Ad-translating 
Criteria”, introduces some identical characteristics between the Chinese and English 
advertising languages; and four basic factors requiring close heed during advertising 
translation: advertising principle, the translator’s own competence, cultural factor and 
linguistic factor. Only with full understanding and mastering of both the Chinese and 
English advertising languages and advertising translation criteria can translators fulfill 
their advertisement translation task; thus this chapter is an essential part for our 
illustration of approaches to the translation of advertisements from the intertextual 
perspective.  
Chapter Three, “The Relation between Intertextuality Theory and Advertising 
Translation”, illustrates four types of intertextual references working through 
advertising translation, which are that between SL ads and the SL culture; SL ads and 
TL ads; the SL culture and TL ads; and finally TL ads and the TL culture. Through the 
illustration, the instructing role played by intertextuality theory in advertising 
translation is demonstrated.   
Chapter Four, “Approaches to the Translation of Advertisements from the 
Intertextual Perspective”, proposes some translating methods for trademarks, slogans, 
and body texts of advertisements in the framework of intertextuality theory. 
The last part of this thesis, “Conclusion”, gives a brief summary of what has 
been discussed in this thesis. 
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Intertextuality is an important characteristic of language use in communities. The 
meanings we make through texts, and the ways we make them, always depend on the 
currency in our communities of other texts we recognize as having certain definite 
kinds of relationships with them: generic, thematic, structural, and functional (Lemke, 
1985: 275). Every text makes sense in part through implicit and explicit relationships 
of particular kinds to other texts. 
Intertextuality is a concept firstly used by Julia Kristeva, and an increasing 
number of scholars “have seized upon it to propagate a new ideal of literature and 
literary criticism” (张文娟，2004：1). In addition, it has also aroused the interest of 
other scholars who are neither linguists nor semioticians in asking themselves whether 
the insights of intertextuality debate could be applied profitably to their own concerns. 
“Depending on their critical emphasis, their answers differ. Analytically inclined 
researchers have rediscovered quotations, allusions, and centos as intertextual forms. 
Genre theorists point out the intertextuality of parody, travesty and collage” (张文娟，
2004：2). Translation and media specialists hold that the new approach can be of 
advantage to their respective fields of interest, too. In this thesis, this new approach 
will be used to guide advertising translation. 
 
0.2 Advertisements (abbreviated hereinafter as “Ad”) and Advertising 
Translation 
The word “advertise” stems from Latin “advertere”, meaning “to make known to 
the public”. Large numbers of experts and scholars have reflected on the meaning of 
the word in different versions of its use. The American Marketing Association defines 
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usually persuasive in nature about products, services or ideas by identified sponsors 
through the various media” (赵静，1997：1).  
Advertising is an effective way for traders and businessmen to communicate with 
their potential consumers so as to provide sufficient information about their goods, 
services or ideas. It is primarily concerned with attracting customers and developing 
confidence and respect for the firm and its products. We can say that advertising is to 
present information about a product in such a way that it triggers the buying motives of 
the potential consumers. Therefore, advertising can be regarded as a paid form of 
non-personal presentation of ideas, goods, and services by an identified sponsor 
through various media. It includes all the activities involved in presenting to a group of 
persons a non-personal, oral or visual message regarding a product.  
There are various objectives of advertising. The American Association of National 
Advertisers summarizes those objectives as Awareness, Comprehension, Conviction, 
and Action (abbreviated hereinafter as “ACCA”). It means to attract the public’s 
awareness and attention, meanwhile, to make the ad comprehensible for the public so 
as to persuade them to accept the product and finally carry out the action of 
purchasing. 
The target audience is a critical part of advertising. Without customers, an ad is 
meaningless no matter how wonderful its content or design will be. A good ad designer 
should take the target audience into account when designing an ad, and it is the same 
with a translator when translating it. Since no advertising activities are demonstrated to 
customers without certain principles or standards, we should keep an eye on adjusting 
translating strategies in accordance with different identified customers after we 
determine a target market, which is regarded as the main object of advertising.  
Meanwhile, we should make efforts to cater to different tastes of different readers, 
because readers under different cultural backgrounds have different ways of accepting 
information, even from the same text. The translator has to understand and master the 
characteristics of the target language of an ad and the impressive artistic conceptions 
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